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《灵魂的座位SEAT OF THE SO》

内容概要

在线阅读本书

  With the same extraordinary skill that he used to demystify scientific abstraction and the new physics, Gary Zukay,
the award-winning author of  The Dancing Wu Li Masters,  here takes us on a brilliant and penetrating exploration
of the new phase of evolution we have now entered. With lucidity and elegance, Zukav explains that we are
evolving from a species that pursues power based upon the perceptions of the five senses --  external  power -- into
a species that pursues  authentic  power -- power that is based upon the perceptions and values of the spirit. He
shows how the pursuit of external power has produced our survival-of-the-fittest understanding of evolution,
generated conflict between lovers, communities, and superpowers, and brought us to the edge of destruction.
Using his scientist's eye and philosopher's heart, Zukav shows how infusing the activities of life with reverence,
compassion, and trust makes them come alive with meaning and purpose. He illustrates how the emerging values
of the spirit are changing marriages into spiritual partnerships, psychology into spiritual psychology, and
transforming our everyday lives.  The Seat of the Soul  describes the remarkable journey to the spirit that each of us
is on.
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精彩短评

1、打算再拜读一遍 ~ 里面关于人类在此进化的观点有点意思
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《灵魂的座位SEAT OF THE SO》

精彩书评

1、Recommending Seat of the SoulIn this book, the author, Zukav questions the Western model of the soul,
alleging that the human species is in the midst of a great transformation, evolving from a species that pursues power
based upon the perceptions of the five senses--&quot;external power&quot;--to one that pursues power based
upon perceptions of the soul--&quot;authentic power.&quot; He believes that humans are immortal souls first,
physical beings second, and that once we become conscious of this transformation--once we align our personalities
with our soul--we will stimulate our spiritual growth and become better people in the process. This insightful, lucid
synthesis of modern psychology and new-age principles has been described as the &quot;physics of the
soul.&quot; Who better to explain such heady concepts than Gary Zukav?
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